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2Evolution of technology, global communications, and networking

It is widely recognized that the

evolution of technology, global

communications, and networking

have been rapidly expanded.

These technological demonstrations

help to develop Intelligent buildings

that improve the building

environment and functionality for

occupants, followed by Intelligent

Management Systems to save these

facilities over the structure’s life

span.
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Intelligence is everywhere in buildings : for usages optimization, for 

comfort, for health, and for services
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Smart lighting controls are the intelligent way to control 

energy costs – saving up to 60%.
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“What is Intelligent Building Management System?”
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Energy efficiency & buildings’ sustainability

The three spheres of

sustainability
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The Link Between Sustainable and Intelligent Buildings

Bright

Green
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Towards Smart Buildings: Optimization of Energy Efficiency
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Technologies used in designing

inclusive buildings

• The exterior environment

• Entrances

• Horizontal circulation

• Vertical circulation 

• The interior environment

• Sanitary facilities

Towards Smart Buildings: Optimization of Energy Efficiency
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Energy Management cycle in buildings 

Building Energy Management 

Monitoring Data

The input data to include in the proposal of 

solution:

Electrical devices always connected to the 

electrical network.

Electrical devices occasionally connected.

Occupants 'behaviour (Localization data, 

activity level, and comfort preferences)

Environmental conditions.

Information about the energy generated.

Information about total energy consumption.
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Information Management

An intelligent management system must 

provide proper adaptation countermeasures for 

both automated devices and users, with the 

aim of satisfying the most important services 

provided in buildings (comfort) and energy 

efficiency requirements. 

Therefore, energy savings need to be 

addressed by establishing a trade-off between 

the quality of services provided in buildings and 

the energy resources required for the same, as 

well as its associated cost.

Energy Management cycle in buildings 

Building Energy Management 
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Energy Management cycle in buildings 

Automation System

Automation systems in buildings 

take inputs from the sensors 

installed in corridors and rooms 

(light, temperature, humidity, etc.), 

and use these data to control 

certain subsystems such as HVAC, 

lighting or security. These and more 

extended services can be offered 

intelligently to save energy.

Building Energy Management 
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Energy Management cycle in buildings 

Feedback and User Involvement

Feedback on consumption is necessary for energy savings and should be 

used as a learning tool. Analysis of smart metering, which provides real-

time feedback on domestic energy consumption, shows that energy 

monitoring technologies can help reduce energy consumption by 8% in the 

1st year  to 20-30 % in the 2nd year.

Building Energy Management 
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Building Energy Management 
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Total building performance at the Carnegie Mellon University 

intelligent workplace

The Advanced Building Systems 

Integration Consortium (ABSIC), 

Carnegie Mellon University 

(CMU) is a private research 

university in Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania, focused on the 

development of advanced 

workplace.

Efficient Case Studies (Case No.1)
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Efficient Case Studies (Case No.1)

Intelligent Workplace (IW), a 

7000-square foot living 

laboratory of office 

environments and innovations, 

was constructed at CMU. 

Resulting in not just ‘High-Tec’ 

but, more importantly, 

‘motivational’ buildings

Total building performance at the Carnegie Mellon University 

intelligent workplace
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The IW uses several energy systems to provide heating, cooling, ventilation, 

dehumidification, and lighting.

Heating is provided by the warm water mullions of the façade. 

The cooling is provided through multi-modal strategies consisting of radiant 

panels, COOLWAVES , a make-up air unit to supply the PEMs and floor 

vents, and a SEMCO air-handling unit.

Total building performance at the Carnegie Mellon University 

intelligent workplace

Efficient Case Studies (Case No.1)
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Total building performance at the Carnegie Mellon University 

intelligent workplace

Efficient Case Studies (Case No.1)
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Intelligent solutions set at the new Wembley Stadium in 

London, England

Efficient Case Studies (Case No.2)

The new Wembley Stadium in 

London, England, is an iconic 

international stadium and 

conference centre towering over 

the North London skyline.
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Intelligent solutions set at the new Wembley Stadium in 

London, England

Efficient Case Studies (Case No.2)
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Intelligent solutions set at the new Wembley Stadium in 

London, England

Efficient Case Studies (Case No.2)

It cost about £21m to install the infrastructure to support the integration of

the building systems.

It could expect 28 % saving through integration on operational costs.

These can be achieved primarily through energy savings, particularly the

ease of closing down areas of the building not in use and through the

simplicity of changing the configuration of the stadium for its different

uses.
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Intelligent solutions set at the new Wembley Stadium in 

London, England

Efficient Case Studies (Case No.2)
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Conclusion

• The significance of using energy-saving strategies in building

management has now been fully recognized both from industry and

the academic world.

• By relating intelligent building and conservation of the built

environment, it is proposed that efforts to promote intelligent or green

technologies should not develop into measures that readily replace

buildings, partially or entirely. Besides upholding total sustainability in

the built environment, this proposal will prevent intelligent buildings

from contradicting their raison of them.

• Thus, existing buildings should be given longer lifespan through the

employment of intelligent technologies and future buildings should be

designed and constructed with conservation in mind. Several

suggestions on design and scientific techniques are presented.
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Conclusion

• Promotion of intelligent buildings should be achieved by providing

information to an audience from a wide range. This requires the

erection of Intelligent Siblings, administered by a steering committee

under the Intelligent Building Initiative.

• Important measures like volunteer try-out programs, industry co-opting

programs and technology collaboration and adaptation should be

implemented. Although the Intelligent Building Initiative outlined is best

to implement on a municipal or national level, certain aspects of it can

serve as a regional or international effort to promote intelligent

buildings and technologies.
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Conclusion

• These include the educational activities in the Intelligent Centre,

courses instructed at the Intelligent Laboratory and the technology

adaptation and collaboration potential of suitable projects.

• Finally, the adoption of the concept outlined in this paper will call for a

change in the usual mindset associated with intelligent building and

involvement from a wider, multidisciplinary range of profession.
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Eng. Naglaa Mohamed Mekawy
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